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PM WRITING 1–4+ (Early–Advanced)

Writing

PM Writing

Linking Reading
To Writing
Key Features:
Explicit links to reading, writing, speaking and listening

•

Sequential introduction of text types and text forms for the
early/middle years of school

•

Helps develop knowledge of the grammatical patterns of texts

•

Highly supportive teachers’ notes

•

Adopts a whole class–small group–whole class approach

•

Writing goals to guide and support students and teachers

•

Content that promotes writing to construct meaning

•

Cross-curricular themes and topics

•

Teaching and learning strategies promoting writing for a variety
of purposes and audiences.
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PM Writing Components:

taught

PM Writing provides explicit and
systematic instruction in writing,
incorporating shared,
guided and independent writing
and independent reading.

•

exposed

PM Writing is a complete learning,
teaching and assessment package
that places an emphasis on the
development of the writing
process in the early, middle and
upper years of primary school.

•

Levelled Exemplar Texts from Levels
1 to 30

•

Exemplars for Teaching Writing with
IWB Software (big books)

information report



















•

Student Books/Student Resource CDs

narrative



















•

Teachers’ Resource Books (with DVD
and Interactive Writing Pro Forma
CD in PM Writing 1, 2, 3 and 4)
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Text Types
in pm writing
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(PERSUasive text)

RESPONSE

Throughout the PM Writing components, students are gradually introduced to, and scaffolded through, nine key text types.

PM WRITING – PROGRAM PROGRESSION
First

Year of School

Second

Year of School

Third

Year of School

Fourth

Year of School

Fifth

Year of School

Sixth

Year of School

Seventh

Year of School

Eighth

Year of School

pm writing emergent
pm writing 1
pm writing 2
pm writing 3
pm writing 4

Emergent

Early

developing

Consolidating

extending Advanced
PM WRITING – DEVELOPMENTal STAGES
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PM Writing and the

Australian
curriculum

How PM Writing Supports the Australian Curriculum†

PM Writing provides a valuable resource to teachers
implementing the Australian Curriculum English in their
classroom. The Level Descriptions at Foundation to Year 6
state that “Students create a range of imaginative, informative
and persuasive texts ...”, and mention examples such as
“recounts, procedures, reports, narratives, descriptions,
explanations, expositions”.

The chart below demonstrates how PM Writing text types
relate to the Imaginative, Informative and Persuasive text
type classification from the Australian Curriculum.
The PM Writing product grids on pages 11 to 15 provide
more information on how specific titles support the Australian
Curriculum.

Australian Curriculum Text Type
from Year Level Descriptions
Foundation to 6*

PM Writing Text Type

Examples from Australian Curriculum
Year Level Descriptions and
Elaborations Foundation to 6*

Imaginative

Recount

Recounts (Literary), Literary and
Imaginative retellings

Description

Descriptions

Narrative

Narratives, Poetry

Explanation

Explanations (Literary)

Recount

Recounts

Description

Descriptions (Factual)

Information Report

Reports

Procedure

Procedures

Explanation

Explanations

Exposition

Expositions

Discussion

Discussions

Response

Reviews

Informative

Persuasive

*Source: Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority (ACARA)

The term ‘support’ is used uniquely in reference to resources supporting the Australian Curriculum. It indicates
resources that pre-date the Australian Curriculum, and therefore are not written to the Australian Curriculum.
However these resources do contain content that meets elements of the content descriptions, general
capabilities and/or cross-curriculum priorities and can therefore be used as resources for implementation.

†
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PM WRITING

Levelled Exemplar Texts (Emergent–Advanced)

The PM Writing Levelled Exemplar Texts have
been designed specifically for guided writing
and independent reading, and can be used in
a number of teaching and learning situations.

The texts introduce text types that are developmentally
appropriate for students in the early/middle years of school.

There are 94 levelled texts from Levels 1–30.
Levels 1–15 are single text types, and Levels
16–30 are dual text types. The texts are
exemplars of genre, text type, text form and
text structure, and thereby assist in linking
the reading and writing processes.

The texts:
•

reinforce the conventions of written
language modelled in the Exemplars for
Teaching Writing (big books)

•

introduce text types that are
developmentally appropriate for students
in the early and middle years

•

provide additional models for guided and
independent writing

•

are explicitly referred to, and are the focus
of, many of the lessons provided in the
Teachers’ Resource Books.

The Lost Kitten – PM Writing 2
Response text type has been introduced in PM Writing 4 to ensure students
are prepared for the literacy demands of middle years schooling.

Texts are levelled in
accordance with PM levels.

Inside front covers highlight:
• level
• genre
• key learning area
• purpose
• theme
• text structure
• text type
• language features.
• text form

4
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Stringed Instruments – PM Writing 4

PM WRITING

Emergent Big Books and IWB Software

PM Writing Emergent and Emergent+ Exemplars for Teaching Writing Big Books
Preparing students for PM Writing 1
These large-format books for whole-class and small-group
sessions provide exemplars of, and an initial introduction to,
the four text types commonly taught in the early years of school:
Recount, Description, Information Report and Narrative.
Teacher Focus Notes appear on each spread of the Big Book,
featuring key teaching points and teacher talk related to the
language features and text structure of the text types.
The IWB CD-ROMs allow teachers and students to interact with
the pictures and text on each of the spreads in the book.

The Little Bike – PM Writing Emergent Big Book

The first spread presents text content in
visual form with corresponding labels
and high frequency verbs.

Teacher Focus Notes assist Big Book
and IWB software instruction.

The second spread uses the words from the
previous spread in simple sentence structures.

The third spread builds upon the text
from the previous spread to create a basic
exemplar text.

Peep, My Pet Bird – PM Writing Emergent CD-ROM

Reveal pictures in sequence, move
labels and create new labels.

Edit text and use blue font to model
how to build a simple text.
Reveal pictures in sequence and edit the text.

www.nelsonprimary.com.au
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PM WRITING
Big Books 1–4+ (Early–Advanced)

PM Writing Levels 1–4+ Exemplars
for Teaching Writing Big Books
The PM Writing Levels 1–4+ Exemplars for Teaching Writing build
on the knowledge and skills development in the Emergent and
Emergent+ Big Books.
These large-format books are designed to help teachers model the
conventions of written language in whole-class and small-group
sessions. Each book provides an initial introduction to each text
type, presenting and deconstructing explicit exemplars of each
text type. Within the Levels 1–3+ Big Books eight key text types are
presented and deconstructed. In the Level 4 Big Books, a ninth text
type – Response – is introduced.
The material presented in these books is reinforced through the
use of the Interactive Writing Pro Formas and Student Resources.

First spread –
text presentation

Teacher Focus
Notes are
provided at the
top right-hand
side of the
second and
third spreads,
highlighting
key teaching
points and
questions.

Second spread – the text structure of the text
type is deconstructed using colour-coding.

Third spread –
key language
features of the
text type are
highlighted.

6
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PM WRITING

Big Books IWB Software 1–4+ (Early–Advanced)

IWB Software with Big Books
All PM Writing Big Books include
IWB software. The software allows
students and teachers to work
together to examine the texts in
more detail. Functionality allows
teachers and students to edit, rewrite,
highlight and annotate key text
features. Teacher notes and activities
are provided on the IWB software.

A School Friend – PM Writing 1 Exemplar Exposition Text Presentation

Features include:
• Edit the text
• Highlight the text
• Hide text and pictures
• Add your own notes.

View text type
and purpose.

The Moon – PM Writing 3 Text Structure

The colour coding and highlighting text structure and
grammatical features can be switched on and off.

The Moon – PM Writing 3 Exemplar Text Presentation

Replace text and
images with ones
you select.

Use the pencil to make
changes and highlight
key points.

Western Meadows School Production – PM Writing 4 Language Features

Teacher Focus Notes highlight key teaching points and questions.

www.nelsonprimary.com.au
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PM WRITING

Teachers’ Resource Books (Emergent–Advanced)

PM Writing Teachers’ Resource Books

All components of PM Writing are closely linked to form a
holistic reading and writing program. It is recommended
that each component be used as suggested in the Teachers’
Resource Books.

IWB CD-ROM INCLUDED!
PM Writing Teachers’ Resource
Books 1–4 also contain the
Interactive Writing Pro Formas
CD-ROM.

The PM Writing Teachers’ Resource Books have been developed
to explicitly teach writing knowledge and skills across a range
of student abilities through specific learning tasks.
The teaching content in the books is flexible, making
it appropriate for use in whole-class, small-group and
independent teaching and learning environments.

The Teachers’ Resource Books include:

•
•

•

c omprehensive lessons for
whole-class, small-group and
individual reading and writing
specific learning tasks

•

s cope and sequence of learning
outcomes
lesson plans based on text types
and themes

•
•

a ssessment guidelines and analysis
of writing samples
links to other books within the
PM collection.

ETW

LE

Section 3

Writing Skills and
Conventions

SR

IWPF

Primary students need to be supported and extended to develop the skills and
conventions necessary for constructing clear, coherent and intelligible written
texts. These include:
• print and punctuation conventions
• grammar
• high frequency words and spelling
• handwriting and keyboard skills.

The Exemplars for Teaching Writing and Levelled Exemplar Texts are levelled
according to the PM reading framework, allowing the strong support offered
by the PM Collection to flow on to the writing program. In a similar way, the
expectation for students to develop a bank of high frequency words they can
write reliably and accurately is controlled and extended by the precise nature of
the vocabulary presented in the exemplars.

ETW

LE

SR

IWPF

To communicate ideas and written messages effectively, students need to be
able to spell accurately. Proficient spellers draw on a range of strategies to spell
unfamiliar vocabulary such as text-type-specific
language (e.g. time and sequence words in a
recount), high frequency words, subject-specific
vocabulary and interest words. Some spelling
strategies developed systematically during the first
eight years of school include:
• drawing on visual memory of words (visual)
• drawing on knowledge of sound–symbol
relationships (phonological)
• drawing on knowledge of meaningful units of
words (morphemic)
• drawing on knowledge of familiar letter
patterns and combinations (analogy)
• drawing on knowledge of word origins (etymology).

Print and punctuation conventions
It is essential to have an understanding of the basic concepts about print in
order to write fluently and independently. Although many of these
concepts – such as directionality, word spacing, one-to-one
correspondence between spoken and written words, capital
letters and full stops – are learned during emergent and
early reading stages, some are not acquired until later
stages in the writing process. To become an effective
writer, an in-depth knowledge of words, phrases,
clauses and sentences needs to be explicitly taught
during the respective stages of reading so that their
use becomes automatic during writing.

LE

IWPF

The Exemplars for Teaching Writing and the Levelled
Exemplar Texts allow teachers to model and highlight
print conventions using authentic continuous text. If
teachers reinforce these conventions during writing
lessons and provide daily written activities, students will
develop an understanding of the importance of the skills for
effective communication.

LE

Punctuation organises writing into coherent units of meaning.
Exemplars for Teaching Writing and the Levelled Exemplar Texts, from
emergent through to the advanced levels, provide a basis for identifying and
discussing punctuation conventions and their use. In addition, modelled
and shared writing enable teachers to demonstrate the correct use of
age-appropriate punctuation marks, such as full stops, capital letters, commas,
colons, semi-colons, speech marks and ellipses.

IWPF

ETW

To communicate idea
s
and written messages
effectively, students
need to be able to
spell
accurately.

ETW

LE

SR

SR

IWPF

Engaging students in authentic writing provides the ideal context for developing
these spelling strategies. PM Writing provides opportunities for teachers to
explicitly teach and demonstrate spelling skills during modelled writing, shared
writing or joint construction of texts. Regular writing lessons enable continued
development of spelling strategies and support the student to write more
expressively, and with greater confidence and automaticity. Listening to students
as they use and discuss higher-order vocabulary can help the teacher to monitor
the introduction and reinforcement of age-appropriate spelling strategies.
Providing students with a suitable dictionary or thesaurus to confirm spelling or
provide alternative word choices, and referring them to the PM Writing English
Language Reference Book to access spelling generalisations, will help them attach
importance to and take responsibility for spelling accuracy in their own writing.

ETW

SR

Handwriting and keyboard skills

When students can automatically recognise and apply their understanding of print
and punctuation conventions, they are able to focus on constructing meaning.

Correct letter formation is an intrinsic part of learning to communicate through
writing, as it forms the basis of a student’s understanding of words, letter groups
and patterns. In order to construct meaning effectively, students must be able
to form letters fluently, legibly and with reasonable speed. Modelled writing
creates opportunities for teachers to demonstrate correct letter formation and to
target common needs in relation to handwriting. Writing activities on the Student
Book/Student Resource CD enable students to practise and fine-tune handwriting
skills while constructing authentic, meaningful texts. Independent activities also
encourage students to develop keyboard skills, so that texts can be published on
a word-processing program, with provision for inclusion of photographs and
diagrams sourced from appropriate websites.

ETW

LE

Grammar
Grammar is the way words are used and organised in spoken and written language
to make meaning. The context, social purpose and intended audience of a written
text determine the grammatical features (e.g. past tense verbs used in recounts;
present tense verbs used in information reports; past or present tense verbs

Section 3

IWPF

25

03 PM Writing TRB 2 TXT.indd 25

Lesson plans linked to the
Levelled Exemplar Texts
are based around text
types and themes.
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Lesson plans linked to the
Exemplars for Teaching
Writing Big Books.

08 PM Writing TRB 3 TXT.indd 200

26/03/12 11:07 AM

Speaking and listening
activities linked to the
Exemplars for Teaching
Writing.

26/03/12 11:08 AM

Section 3

03 PM Writing TRB 2 TXT.indd 27

27

The writing assessment
guidelines feature
recommendations for
future learning.

7/06/12 9:25 AM

PM WRITING
Interactive Writing Pro Formas

PM Writing Interactive Writing Pro Formas

I mages can be imported into the pro formas. Once the text is
complete, it can be published, exported and printed.

T eacher Focus Notes provide teachers with useful
language to guide joint construction of texts.

The PM Writing Interactive Writing Pro Formas have been designed for
whole-class and small-group shared writing sessions. A pro forma for
each text type is provided. They can be used on interactive whiteboards,
data projectors and PCs/Macs.
Each pro forma highlights the text structure and language features of
the text type. Students can actively contribute to the writing process
by working alongside the teacher to construct meaningful texts.

Visit www.nelsonprimary.com.au/pmwriting
for FREE teacher downloads!
Items available include downloadable fact
cards, sticker templates and more!

A site-licensed Interactive Writing Pro Forma CD-ROM is packaged with
PM Writing Teachers’ Resource Books 1, 2, 3 and 4.

PM Writing Lesson Planner

PM Writing Teaching in Practice DVD

The PM Writing Lesson Planner allows teachers to
organise lesson plans and assign small-group reading
and writing tasks to students.

The PM Writing Teaching in Practice DVD contains frequently
asked questions about PM Writing and indexed professional
development videos demonstrating teaching strategies for
whole-class and small-group lessons.

The Lesson Planner and Interactive Writing Pro Formas
CD-ROM can be found inside the back cover of the
Teachers’ Resource Books in PM Writing 1, 2 and 3.

The Teaching in Practice DVD can be found inside the back
cover of the Teachers’ Resource Books in PM Writing 1, 2, 3 and 4.

www.nelsonprimary.com.au
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PM WRITING

Student Resources (Emergent–Advanced)

PM Writing Student Resources

The PM Writing Student Books,
Student Resource CDs and English
Language Reference Book reinforce
the knowledge and skills taught in
the PM Writing Exemplars for Teaching
Writing and the PM Writing Levelled
Exemplar Texts, scaffolding students
towards writing the focus text types
independently.

Scaffolded pages
for planning,
drafting, revising,
editing and
publishing

The Student Books and
Student Resource CDs
feature:

10

•

Assessment for learning –
these sections function as
pre-assessment tasks to assess
students’ readiness to complete
initial tasks or move forward with
the program

•

Text type writing scaffolds –
to support students through
the stages of planning, drafting,
revising, editing and publishing,
helping them to write with
success

•

Activity pages – to consolidate
and extend students’ knowledge
of the text structure and language
features of each focus text type.
Each of the activities links directly
to content in the Exemplars for
Teaching Writing or the Levelled
Exemplar Texts.

www.nelsonprimary.com.au

Editing
checklists

PM WRITING

Linking Reading to Writing – Emergent

9780170160940
Class starter pack
(1 copy of each emergent component)
9780170158435
guided pack x 3
(48 books/3 copies of each title)

9780170184205

9780170187794

9780170184199

9780170184212

9780170158442
guided pack x 5
(80 books/5 copies of each title)

MAGENTA Levels 1/2 — pack isbn: 9780170184168

9780170186124
key learning area:

9780170186131

9780170186148

9780170186155

key learning area: Science

key learning area:

key learning area:

THEME: Familiar pets

Social Studies
THEME: Familiar things

THEME: familiar placeS

9780170186162

9780170186179

9780170186186

9780170186193

key learning area:

key learning area:

key learning area:

key learning area:

Social Studies
THEME: School

Social Studies/Maths
THEME: Colours

Social Studies/Personal
Well-being
THEME: Confidence

Social Studies/ Technology
THEME: Family

PM Writing Levelled
Exemplar Texts for
levels 1/2 are not
labelled with text
types. The texts are
designed to build
vocabulary and
sentence structures
for simple recounts
and descriptions.

Social Studies

Social Studies

THEME: Dairy Farming

MAGENTA/RED Levels 2/3 — Pack isbn: 9780170184175

9780170186049

9780170186056

9780170186063

9780170186070

TEXT TYPE: Recount

TEXT TYPE: Recount

TEXT TYPE:

TEXT TYPE: Recount

key learning area: Science

key learning area:

THEME:

Health and Physical
Well-being

THEME: Farm Animals
Genre:

Non-fiction

Social Studies
THEME: Family outing
Genre: Non-fiction

Recount (Procedural)
key learning area: Art
Cutting and colouring
Genre: Non-fiction

Levels 2/3 include
the basic features
of two text types,
recount and
description.

key learning area:

THEME:

Friendship/ Playing
together
Genre: Non-Fiction

Grid Key Pages 11–15
Australian Curriculum
Text Type Classification†
Imaginative text type
9780170186087

9780170186094

9780170186100

9780170186117

Informative text type

TEXT TYPE:

TEXT TYPE:

TEXT TYPE:

TEXT TYPE:

Persuasive text type

Description – person

Description – thing

key learning area:

key learning area:

Social Studies
THEME: Family events
Genre: Non-fiction

Social Studies
THEME:

Friendship/Observation
Genre: Non-Fiction

Indicates titles also part of PM eCollection

Description – place
key learning area:

Social Studies/Health and
Personal Well-being
THEME: Family/Confidence
Genre: Non-fiction

Description – thing
key learning area: Language
THEME:

See page 3 for details.

†

Reading and Family-time
Genre: Non-Fiction

www.nelsonprimary.com.au
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PM WRITING

Linking Reading to Writing – Early

9780170160957
Class starter pack
(1 copy of each pm writing 1 component)
Teachers’ Resource Bo

ok

9780170158053
guided pack x 3
(54 books/3 copies of each title)

CD-ROM
& DVD
inside

Elsie Nelley

Debbie Croft

Annette Smith

Patricia Ciuffetelli

PM Writing 1 TRB CVR AUS.indd 1

9780170131490

9780170187800

9780170160032

25/8/08 11:13:53 AM

9780170188616

9780170158060
guided pack x 5
(90 books/5 copies of each title)

RED/YELLOW Levels 5/6 — pack isbn: 9780170131506

9780170132176

9780170132190

9780170132206

9780170132169

9780170132183

9780170132152

TEXT TYPE: recount

TEXT TYPE: recount

TEXT TYPE: description

TEXT TYPE: Information

TEXT TYPE:

TEXT TYPE: narrative

key learning area: art
text form: letter
genre: Non-fiction

key learning area:

science and mathematics
text form: diary
genre: Non-fiction

key learning area:

social studies and
Mathematics
text form: object description
genre: Non-fiction

report

INformation report

key learning area:

key learning area:

technology
text form: reference
genre: Non-fiction

science
text form: reference
genre: Non-fiction

key learning area:

science

text form: story
genre: fiction

YELLOW/blue Levels 8/9 — pack isbn: 9780170132046

9780170132244

9780170132268

9780170132220

9780170132237

9780170132251

9780170132213

TEXT TYPE: Recount

TEXT TYPE: Recount

TEXT TYPE: description

TEXT TYPE: INformation

TEXT TYPE: INformation

TEXT TYPE: narrative

key learning area: science

key learning area: social
studies and Mathematics
text form: diary
genre: Non-fiction

text form: object description

key learning area: science

key learning area: Art

Health and Physical
Well-Being
text form: play
genre: fiction

and social studies
text form: diary
genre: Non-fiction

key learning area: technology
genre: Non-fiction

report

text form: reference
genre: Non-fiction

report

and music

text form: reference
genre: Non-fiction

key learning area:

BLue/Green Levels 11/12 — pack isbn: 9780170132053

9780170132312

9780170132282

9780170132329

9780170132275

9780170132299

9780170132305

TEXT TYPE: Recount

TEXT TYPE: description

TEXT TYPE: INformation

TEXT TYPE: narrative

TEXT TYPE: exposition

TEXT TYPE: explanation

key learning area: technology

art
text form: object description
genre: Non-fiction

key learning area:

text form: personal recount
genre: Non-fiction

12
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key learning area:

report

social studies and
mathematics
text form: reference
genre: Non-fiction

key learning area: science
text form: story
genre: fiction

key learning area:

Health and Physical
Well-Being
text form: safety brochure
genre: Non-fiction

key learning area:

science and social studies
text form: technical writing
genre: non-fiction

PM WRITING

Linking Reading to Writing – Developing

9780170160964
Class starter pack
(1 copy of each pm writing 2 component)
Teachers’ Resource Bo

ok

9780170158077
guided pack x 3
(54 books/3 copies of each title)

CD-ROM
& DVD
inside

Elsie Nelley Debbie Croft Annette Smith Patricia Ciuffetelli
PM Writing 2 TRB CVR AUS.indd 1

9780170160025

9780170187817

25/8/08 2:05:01 PM

9780170132732

9780170188623

9780170158084
guided pack x 5
(90 books/5 copies of each title)

Green/orange Levels 14/15 — pack isbn: 9780170131520

9780170132374

9780170132350

9780170132336

9780170132381

9780170132343

9780170132367

TEXT TYPE: recount

TEXT TYPE: information

TEXT TYPE: narrative

TEXT TYPE: procedure

TEXT TYPE: exposition

TEXT TYPE: explanation

key learning area:

key learning area:

key learning area:

technology
text form: diary
genre: non-fiction

report

key learning area:

health AND Physical
well-being
text form: reference
genre: non-fiction

key learning area:

science
text form: story
genre: fiction

key learning area:

social studies AND
mathematics
text form: instructions
genre: non-fiction

art AND music
text form: essay
genre: non-fiction

science AND social studies
text form: technical writing
genre: non-fiction

9780170132411

Orange/turquoise Levels 16/17 — pack isbn: 9780170132060

9780170132398

9780170132404

9780170132442

9780170132428

9780170132435

TEXT TYPE:

TEXT TYPE:

TEXT TYPE:

TEXT TYPE:

TEXT TYPE:

information report
AND exposition

recount AND description

key learning area:

art AND music
text form: art journal and
description
genre: non-fiction

health AND Physical
well-being
text form: reference and
letter
genre: non-fiction

key learning area:

information report
AND explanation

narrative AND
exposition

key learning area:

key learning area:

technology
text form: reference and
article
genre: non-fiction

science AND social studies
text form: story and speech
genre: fiction

narrative and recount
key learning area:

technology

text form: story and letter
genre: fiction/non-fiction

TEXT TYPE:

information report AND
procedure
key learning area: science
text form: technical writing
and instructions
genre: non-fiction

Turquoise/Purple Levels 18/19 — pack isbn: 9780170132077

9780170132459

9780170132466

9780170132473

9780170132480

9780170132497

TEXT TYPE:

TEXT TYPE:

TEXT TYPE:

TEXT TYPE:

TEXT TYPE:

information report
AND exposition

explanation AND
Procedure

description AND Recount

exposition AND Narrative

Narrative AND Recount

key learning area:

key learning area:

key learning area:

science
text form: observation and
letter
genre: non-fiction

key learning area:

key learning area:

health AND Physical
well-being
text form: reference and
newsletter
genre: non-fiction

art AND music
text form: technical writing
and instructions
genre: non-fiction

social studies
text form: speech and story
genre: non-fiction /fiction

technology

text form: play and email
genre: fiction

9780170132503
TEXT TYPE:

information report
AND procedure
key learning area:

social studies AND
mathematics
text form: reference and
instructions
genre: non-fiction
www.nelsonprimary.com.au
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PM WRITING

Linking Reading to Writing – Consolidating

9780170160971
Class starter pack
(1 copy of each pm writing 3 component)
9780170158091
guided pack x 3
(54 books/3 copies of each title)

9780170187824

9780170160018

9780170132749

9780170188630

9780170158107
guided pack x 5
(90 books/5 copies of each title)

PURPLE/GOLD Levels 20/21 — pack isbn: 9780170132084

9780170132510

9780170132527

9780170132534

9780170132541

9780170132558

TEXT TYPE:

TEXT TYPE:

TEXT TYPE:

TEXT TYPE:

TEXT TYPE:

information report
AND DESCRIPtion

explanation AND narrative

key learning area:

SOCIAL STUDIES AND
MATHEMATICS
text form: NEWSPAPER ARTICLE
and story
genre: non-fiction/fiction

health AND Physical
well-being
text form: reference and
observation
genre: non-fiction

key learning area:

recount AND Procedure
key learning area: science
text form: recount and
instructionS
genre: non-fiction

narrative AND
Information report

9780170132565
TEXT TYPE:

key learning area:

narrative AND exposition
key learning area: technology
text form: story and
advertisement
genre: fiction/non-fiction

explanation AND
Procedure
key learning area: Art
text form: technical writing
and instructions
genre: non-fiction

9780170132626

science AND Social Studies
text form: story and
reference
genre: fiction/non-fiction

GOLD/SILVER Levels 22/23 — pack isbn: 9780170132091

9780170132572

9780170132589

9780170132596

9780170132602

9780170132619

TEXT TYPE:

TEXT TYPE:

TEXT TYPE:

TEXT TYPE:

TEXT TYPE:

narrative AND description

recount AND description

key learning area:

key learning area:

health AND Physical
well-being
text form: story and
character description
genre: fiction

art AND music
text form: newsletter and
place description
genre: non-fiction

information report AND
Narrative
key learning area: science
text form:

reference AND Story
genre: non-fiction/fiction

exposition AND procedure
key learning area:

science AND Social Studies
text form: persuasive essay
and experiment
genre: non-fiction

information report
AND procedure
key learning area:

TEXT TYPE:

Explanation and
exposition
key learning area:

social studies AND
mathematics
text form: reference and
instructions
genre: non-fiction

social studies AND
mathematics
text form: scientific writing
and essay
genre: non-fiction

9780170132688

sILVER/EMERALD Levels 24/25 — pack isbn: 9780170132039

9780170132633

9780170132640

9780170132657

9780170132664

9780170132671

TEXT TYPE:

TEXT TYPE:

TEXT TYPE:

TEXT TYPE:

TEXT TYPE:

narrative AND recount

narrative AND Procedure

key learning area:

key learning area:

health AND Physical
well-being
text form: story and
personal recount
genre: fiction
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art AND music

text form: story and

instructions
genre: fiction/non-fiction

explanation AND
Procedure
key learning area:

science
text form: scientific essay
and experiment
genre: non-fiction

narrative AND
Information report

information report
AND exposition

key learning area:

key learning area:

science AND Social Studies
text form: STORY and
reference
genre: fiction/non-fiction

Technology

text form: reference and

letter

genre: non-fiction

TEXT TYPE:

narrative AND explanation
key learning area: science
text form: story and
scientific essay
genre: fiction/non-fiction

PM WRITING

Linking Reading to Writing (Extending/Advanced)

9780170160988
Class starter pack
(1 copy of each pm writing 4 component)
+ English Language Reference book
9780170158114
guided pack x 3
(72 books/3 copies of each title)

9780170182355

9780170187831

eMERALD Levels 25/26
pack isbn: 9780170182317
LEVEL 25

9780170182409
TEXT TYPE: Information

Report and Discussion
key learning area:

The Arts
Genre: Non-Fiction

9780170182300

9780170182348

SINGLE COPY
9780170188579
10 PACK*
9780170161015

RUBY Levels 27/28
pack isbn: 9780170182324

LEVEL 26

LEVEL 27

9780170158121
guided pack x 5
(120 books/5 copies of each title)

SAPPHIRE Levels 29/30
pack isbn: 9780170182331

LEVEL 28

LEVEL 29

9780170182454

9780170182478

9780170182539

9780170182577

TEXT TYPE:

TEXT TYPE:

TEXT TYPE: exposition and

TEXT TYPE: Information

Explanation and
Exposition
key learning area:

Health/Physical Wellbeing
Genre: Non-Fiction

Recount and Description
key learning area: Science
Genre: Fiction

Response

key learning area:

key learning area:

key learning area:

Health/Physical Education
Genre: Non-Fiction

Technology/Science
Genre: Non-Fiction

Genre: Non-Fiction

9780170182621

9780170182447

9780170182522

9780170182485

9780170182553

TEXT TYPE:

TEXT TYPE:

TEXT TYPE:

TEXT TYPE:

Procedure and Response

key learning area:

key learning area:

key learning area:

The Arts
Genre: Non-Fiction/fiction

key learning area:

Social Studies/Technology
Genre: Non-Fiction

Health/Physical Wellbeing
Genre: Fiction/Non-Fiction

Genre: Non-Fiction

9780170182607

key learning area:

9780170182386

9780170182461

9780170182508

9780170182546

9780170182560

TEXT TYPE: Procedure and

TEXT TYPE:

TEXT TYPE: Information

TEXT TYPE:

TEXT TYPE:

Report and Exposition

key learning area:

key learning area:

key learning area:

Genre: Non-Fiction

9780170182591

9780170182423

9780170182430

9780170182515

9780170182492

9780170182584

TEXT TYPE: Information

TEXT TYPE:

TEXT TYPE:

TEXT TYPE: Information

TEXT TYPE:

Description and
Explanation

Narrative and Discussion

Report and Description

key learning area:

key learning area:

The Arts
Genre: Fiction/Non-Fiction

key learning area:

Natural Science
Genre: Non-Fiction

*Discount price only available to schools

TEXT TYPE:

The Arts
Genre: Non-Fiction

Technology
Genre: Non-Fiction

key learning area:

Earth Science

Information Report and
Response

Social Studies
Genre: Non-Fiction

Social Studies/History
Genre: Non-Fiction/fiction

key learning area:

recount and Information
Report
key learning area: Science
Genre: fiction/Non-Fiction

Science
Genre: non-fiction

Report and Historical
Recount

TEXT TYPE:

Discussion and Historical
Recount

Narrative and Exposition

The Arts
Genre: Non-Fiction

Discussion and Procedure

Technology

Explanation and
Discussion

Social Studies
Genre: Fiction/Non-Fiction

information report

TEXT TYPE:

Procedure and Discussion

TEXT TYPE:

Exposition and Response

9780170182614

Report and Explanation

9780170182416
Narrative and Response

LEVEL 30

Science
Genre: Non-Fiction

key learning area:

Response and Discussion
key learning area:

Social Science/Technology
Genre: Non-Fiction

Explanation and Recount
key learning area:

Social Science

TEXT TYPE:

Exposition and Response
key learning area:

Health/Food Technology
Genre: Non-Fiction
www.nelsonprimary.com.au
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The PM Writing English Language Reference Book has been written for students from Upper Primary through to Secondary School.
It is a valuable companion to the PM Writing Program, but can also be used as an independent resource. All the major components
of grammar, punctuation, vocabulary, text types and commonly confused words are comprehensively explained in this book.
Each of the five chapters of the PM Writing English Language Reference Book has been colour-coded for quick and easy access
to information.
9780170188579

www.nelsonprimary.com.au

Suggested Teaching Pathways
Levelled Exemplar Texts

PM Writing
Emergent
Exemplars for
Teaching Writing (big book)
First Spread:
Learning about Words
Reading isolated words.
Verbalising these words in
meaningful sentences.
Recount
Learning about Words

For the next step,

Ask the students to:
refer to the Suggested
• look carefully at the pictures and talk about who or what is in them
Teaching Pathways
inside the cover.
• read the labels and match them to the correct picture
• use the words under the flap and the labels to make sentences.
For more explicit teaching strategies refer to Section 7 of PM Writing Emergent Teachers’ Resource Book.

The Bird and the Cat
tree

Levels 1/2
– simple sentences.
Reading sentences with
understanding.
Writing simple sentences
in meaningful contexts
with support.
Levels 2/3 – simple
recounts & descriptions.
Writing simple sentences
within the basic structure
of a recount & description.

Exemplars for
Teaching Writing (big book)

Exemplars for
Teaching Writing (big book)

Second Spread:
Learning about Sentences
Reading sentences with
understanding.
Verbalising a simple recount
and description.
Writing a simple recount and
description with support.

Third Spread: Learning more
about Words and Sentences
Reading sentences
with understanding.
Identifying vocabulary relevant
to the text type.
Verbalising and writing a
simple recount and description
independently.

Learning about Sentences

A little bird came
into our garden.

chair

Learning More about Words and Sentences

• Revisit pages 2–3 Learning about Words.
• Read the sentences to the students.
Ask the students to:
• read the sentences aloud and identify the sentences that tell who and where
• identify the sentences that tell what happened first, then and after that
• read the last sentence and find out how the writer felt when the bird flew away.
For more explicit teaching strategies refer to Section 7 of PM Writing Emergent Teachers’ Resource Book.

The Bird and the Cat

This morning,
a little bird came
into our garden.

The little bird flew away.
Our big cat was asleep.

Our big cat was asleep
on a chair.

I was glad.
The little bird went
into the bird bath.

The cat woke up.
It ran after the little bird.
The little bird flew away.
It went up into a tree.
I was glad.

The little bird went
into the bird bath.

bird bath

big cat

• Revisit pages 2–3 Learning about Words and pages 4–5 Learning about Sentences.
• Read the sentences to the students and tell them that the writer has added more information.
Ask the students to:
• read the sentences aloud and identify the sentences that tell who, where and when
• identify the sentences that tell what happened first, then and after that
• read the last sentence and find out how the writer felt when the bird flew away.
For more explicit teaching strategies refer to Section 7 of PM Writing Emergent Teachers’ Resource Book.

The Bird and the Cat

The cat woke up.

little bird
came
was

went
flew
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Exemplars for Teaching Writing
Whole-Class, and Small-Group Work Modelled and/or Shared Reading and Writing
• Text Presentation • Text Structure • Language Features

Interactive Writing Pro Formas

Levelled Exemplar Texts

Whole-Class and Small-Group Work
Modelled and/or Shared Writing
• Construction of text types focusing on text structure
and language features

Whole-Class, Small-Group and/or Individual Work
Shared and/or Independent Reading
• Text Presentation • Text Structure • Language Features

Whole-Class, Small-Group and/or Individual Work Guided and/or Independent Writing
• Text type writing scaffold pages • Self-assess and edit pages
• Text type activity pages

Independent Writing
Whole-Class and Small-Group Sharing
• Sharing published\writing
• Sharing new learning
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• Oral Presentations
• Providing constructive feedback

• Observation • Discussion • Self-assessment
• Writing assessment tasks • Student writing samples

Student Resource CDs

Page 7

Assessment for Learning

PM Writing
1, 2, 3 & 4
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